GOVERNMENT ARTS COLLEGE, GANDHINAGAR

Programme specific outcomes
The college is a UG college which offers B.A in Gujarati, Hindi, English, Sanskrit,
Psychology, Sociology, History, Economics and Geography. The principal and the head of the
departments while acquainting the students with the college deliberate on course outcomes and
programme specific outcomes. At the beginning, all teachers are recommended to discuss and
communicate the course outcome with their students in the classroom. Progamme specific
outcomes are also communicated to the parents during the first counseling session at the time of
admission process.
Sanskrit – students will get acquainted with Vedic and classical language as well as get insight
into the literature. Students get overview of various branches of knowledge system. They are
exposed to the ancient knowledge of Indian civilization.
Hindi – Hindi being largest spoken language in India is a confluence of many Indian languages.
The course exposes students to understand the journey of Hindi language and its contemporary
relevance. Students acquire necessary skills for effective communication of national language
which enables and empower them to take national and even state level competitive exams.
Gujarati – students gain knowledge of the mother tongue and regional language and literature
play an important role in the understanding of local social system. Students get to know about the
socio-cultural history of the state through literature. They are exposed to the diversity of literary
and social voices and even marginalized and in this manner this course makes them sensitive
towards society.
Political science – students attain basic knowledge of various political system of the world – its
regional pattern with special emphasis to the India political system. They obtain knowledge about
our Constitution and its various aspects like fundamental rights, duties, judiciary, legislature and
executive which are beneficial to them for competitive exams and also in making them ideal
citizens.
English – English course offers student to develop writing skill, communicative skill and listening
skill that will make them competent to learn, understand and communicate effectively through the
study of English course at undergraduate and post graduate level.
History - Acquire knowledge of chronology, narrative and major historical development. In
general course of history students are exposed to the concepts of multiculturalism, multilingual,
multi religious identity. Students develop contextual insights into human experiences with
reference to place and time.

Economics - Develop capacity to understand core economic terms, concepts and theories. Learn
quantitative reasoning skills, data collection, processing and interpretation with statistical
inference. The course enhances career choices by inculcating professional skills.
Geography - Students develop basic skills that Geographers use in perceiving the concept of place,
space and region. Students understand basic tools of geographical analysis. Students learn basics
concepts of field work, data collection, data processing and analysis with the exposure of
geographical excursion. Being a bridge science, the course serves the purpose of exposing students
to physical geography as well as human geography. The essence of the course is to understand the
dynamic relationship between man and environment.
Sociology - Sociology learning provides initial knowledge about society, social life and social
interactions. It prepares an individual to social life by inculcating values, morals, and manners. It
gives knowledge about communities in which he interacts like rural urban and tribal communities.

